
Pakistan Overprints A Deeper Look

(NASIR HUSSAIN)

The classic period of Pakistan Philately is the 1947 overprints. (Nasik, local, 
machine prints, hand stamps, type written, manuscript, etc.) Numerous 
articles and books written locally and internationally have accorded 
consolidated consideration on different aspects of the subject, but almost 
all have overlooked the subject being opened for study. 

Prewar and Post War Printings

In the India issues of KG VI, there were many printings but the distinct and 
little acknowledged are the prewar and the post war printings differing in 
paper, shades and varieties.                                                                       
Reference, Neil Donald Son's book ,THE POSTAL AGENCIES IN EASTERN 
ARABIA AND THE GULF ,page number 63 (India study circle is an 
appropriate forum for further checks and study)                                             
Due to continous printings the printing plate (only high values viewed)
suffered minor damages and they were covered by retouching thereby 
offer scope for study.Moreover some pronounced examples of re entry 
have been recorded in postage stamps and as regards off set some average 
examples in low values, both service and ordinary have been seen and good 
examples are awaited.The interesting case is of the 8a service SG 09,which 
was originally issued in slate violet,but has also been seen in shade of slate 
and another shade which can be termed as almost black is also reported 
but not personally examined .

Dot after P

To date it was observed that all the Nasik prints were done on post war 
printings, but recent finds suggest that sheets of the prewar printings were 
also used. The known variety on india, SG 93 (1937), with the dot after P of 
Postage, which occurs once in a sheet,row 1/2 , exist from Re 1 - Rs 25.  To 
my understanding they come from the pre war printings,as the same 
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variety is present in the rupee value stamps of India overprinted 
Kuwait(1939) and Bahrain (1940/41) .The dot was corrected in stages in 
later printings.The same variety has been seen in Re 1 and Rs 2 in KG V and 
may exist in other values.

Lithograph and Typograph

The SG 100-103 , of India were printed by typography , but two values,1 ½ 
annas and 3 annas of this set were also printed by lithography. The 3 ½  
annas is also reported but needs recognition. Nasik overprinted stamps for 
Pakistan on the typo stamps, but popular and respected in Pakistan george 
rab from UK confirms litho stamps in both values overprinted by Nasik.This 
certainly is a prized possession and therefore the nasik set now stands at 21 
values instead of listed19 values. Local hand stamps and machine prints on 
the 1 ½ anna and 3 annas lithographs are known but are very rare. 
Availability of these stamps for local printing is due to old sheets lying in the 
treasuries. This implies that the Karachi prints defined as having 19 values 
should be listed as having 21 values plus the IA3P making it 22 values. Same 
is true for Peshawar prints. To differentiate between the litho and typo 
article by G C HORSMAN is reproduced for awareness and further study.

Missing Pearl Varieties

Concerning the missing pearl varieties the 2 Rs. overprint value is not the 
only stamp. New varieties of missing pearl have also surfaced in the one 
rupee out of which some are listed and some not. Likewise the other high 
values of Rs. 5, 10, 15, and 25 may also have the same varieties differing in 
position of course but this needs to be worked upon. 

Water Marks

Different local and international catalogues list few water mark inverted 
varieties but the list is not complete as new values keep emerging from 
time to time .The under mentioned list is of KG VI stamps personally 
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examined and verified .

⦁ 1/2 anna (Nasik) 
⦁ 9 ps (Nasik)
⦁ 1 a (Nasik)
⦁ 1 ½  a (Nasik and Karachi)
⦁ 3 a (Karachi)
⦁ 12 a (karachi)
⦁ 1 Re (Nasik , Karachi and Peshawer )

Perforations
Perforation for a philatelist is not a question of separating stamps. It is also 
a way of differentiating  stamps and pricing too . The catalogues world over 
list perforation varieties as blind perf,  miss perf , imperfs and sizes of 
perfs . But nowhere they mention perfs upside down and reverse perf, 
whereas they exist .

⦁ Perf Upside Down
While perforating , a sheet is put in upright position . However if it is put in 
upside down postion the top side of perf will shift downwards and cause 
perf upside down .These are recorded in Pakistan issues of the De La Rue 
plates printed at Karachi . Stamps overprinted Pakistan on India require 
exploration . 

⦁ Reverse Perf
During perforation stamps sheet are placed in upright position with the 
printed side on top . In case by error if  the sheets are placed with the gum 
side upwards and the printed side downwards it will create an error I call 
reverse perf . I have seen these in Pakistan overprints on India and De La 
Rue plate printings at Karachi .  In my opinion they merit considerations .

                                                                                                                                           
The theory stands good for the Indian stamps unoverprinted /overprinted 
for use in the Arabian/Persian Gulf and Bahawalpur.

Gentlemen have a look at your collection again and apprise of the new 
findings. 
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  LITHOGRAPH WITHOUT JUBILEE LINE       TYPOGRAPH WITH JUBILEE LINE

  IN THE MARGIN                                            IN THE MARGIN

DOT AFTER P
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MISSING PEARL VARIETIES
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Pre-war and Post war Printings
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